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Dear Parent,

The middle school years are some of the most important in terms
of growth and development. For parents, these years are often
some of the most exciting and challenging.
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This booklet will provide the information you need to help your
child not only succeed academically, but also thrive and grow.
With your support and guidance, your child is sure to have a great
middle school experience!
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For the sake of simplicity, the term“parent” is
used to refer to any primary caregiver, and the term
“middle school” is used to refer to all junior high schools,
middle schools, and intermediate schools.
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Making the
Transition
Middle school is a big change for both students and parents.
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In middle school, students are faced with many new opportunities and
challenges. Middle school students change classes, and they have more
teachers to deal with. The school is often larger, and the courses are usually more difficult. Students also find that they’re expected to be more
independent, more focused, and more responsible than they were in
elementary school.
Most students feel excited and a little apprehensive when they start middle
school. Students wonder if they’ll fit in, if they’re going to like their teachers, and if they’ll be able to succeed in their classes.
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During this transition period, it’s important to keep the lines of communication open. Talk to your child and listen to what he/she has to say. Let
your child know that you’re available to help make the transition to middle
school as smooth as possible.
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This is not only a transition period for students, it’s also a time of transition
for parents. Your child is growing and changing, and you can see his/her
focus shifting from family to friends. As middle schoolers become more
independent and socially active, parenting gets more complicated, and
often more difficult.
During these middle school years, it’s very
important for you to be involved in your child’s
life. You need to make sure your child is doing
well in school and that he/she is making good
choices and decisions. Now, more than ever,
your child needs your guidance, encouragement, love, and support.

“Middle school is a great place to be. The students are full of energy,
and there’s so much growth during these years.”
Sara Johnson, Principal
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Stay Informed

School Calendar
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The topics in this section are often discussed in school handbooks
and on school websites. If your school has a print or online handbook,
read through it carefully. For news and updates, visit your school’s
website regularly.

Every school has a calendar showing when grading periods begin and end,
when school will be closed for holidays and vacations, and when parentteacher conferences are scheduled. It may also include dates for testing,
parent meetings, musical performances, and special events. Be sure to add
the important dates to your print or online calendar.
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Attendance Policies
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Schools have attendance policies that encourage
regular attendance, while allowing students to
be absent if they’re ill. If your child is going to
be absent for more than a couple of days, and
teachers don’t post assignments online, ask if there’s a procedure for getting assignments. Whenever possible, get some schoolwork that can be
done at home so that your student doesn’t get too far behind.
If your child has an extended illness or chronic health problem, request
documentation from your child’s physician and give it to the principal.

School Rules / Code of Conduct
In order to provide students with a safe environment that encourages
learning, schools create rules regarding student conduct and behavior. The
consequences for not following the rules can range anywhere from detention to expulsion. The severity of the consequence generally depends on
the seriousness of the offense and the student’s past history. While rules
vary from school to school, no school allows weapons, smoking, alcohol,
drugs, intimidation, or harassment.
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School Counselors
Most middle schools have school counselors
who monitor student progress, help students
choose their courses, and talk to students
about their career and educational options.
Counselors are also available to help students figure out how to deal with difficult situations. Find out who your
child’s counselor is, and make sure your student knows how to schedule
an appointment.

Courses
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Counselors are an excellent resource for both students and parents. If you
ever have a concern or need information, contact your child’s counselor.

Students study a variety of subjects in middle school. In addition to the core
academic subjects (language arts, math, science, social studies), students may
take art, music, a computer course, and/or physical education. Other possible
courses include band, orchestra, or a foreign language.
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Some schools offer more than one level of a specific subject or course. For
example, there may be an advanced math course for students who excel in
math.
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To ensure that students are making satisfactory academic progress, most
middle schools have requirements that students must meet in order to
advance to the next grade level. If your child is struggling academically or is
not sufficiently challenged, ask the school counselor if there are programs
better suited for your child’s level of learning.
If you ever have a question about your child’s courses, or are
concerned about your child’s academic program, talk to his/her
counselor.

Scheduling
In most schools, students choose their courses for the following year in the
early spring. Make sure your child signs up for all required courses, and help
him/her choose the best and most appropriate electives. Students enrolled
in the correct classes are more successful, and they enjoy school more.
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Extracurricular Activities
Middle schools generally have a variety of clubs, organizations, and teams
that students can join. Students may also be able to work as an office aide
or a teacher’s assistant.
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Students who want to play a sport may need to meet specific athletic
eligibility requirements. For example, athletes may need to maintain a
certain grade average. These same eligibility requirements may also apply to students who participate in activities such as cheerleading and
student government. If you have questions regarding eligibility, check
your school’s handbook, speak with the athletic director, or contact the
school counselor.

Standardized Tests
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In order to measure student achievement, middle
school students are required to take standardized
tests. Schools use the scores from these tests to
improve their educational programs and to help
place students in the most appropriate courses.
While tests vary from state to state and school to school, all standardized
tests compare student achievement with state and national averages.
Student test scores are provided to parents; however, test scores are
sometimes difficult to understand. Make sure you receive all of your child’s
test results—and that you understand the scores.
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“I called the school counselor and she explained my daughter’s test
results to me. They make perfect sense now.” Kathy Hill, Parent

Bullying

Bullying can be a problem in middle school. Talk to your child about what
to do if he/she witnesses a student being bullied. If your child ever complains about being bullied or harassed, find out exactly what has happened.
Then, together with your child, decide how to best handle the situation.
Teens often don’t tell their parents they’re being harassed or bullied because
they’re embarrassed, worried their parents will overreact, or afraid the bully
will retaliate. If your child suddenly dreads school or doesn’t want to go
to school, ask if someone is causing him/her problems at school or online.
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Help Your Child
Succeed in School
Middle school students need a lot of direction, guidance, and support from their parents. This section goes over a number of specific
things you can do to help your child succeed in school.
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Provide school supplies and a place to study

If your school has a list of recommended supplies, be sure to buy everything
on the list. You may also want to purchase the following: combination
lock, locker shelf and/or mirror, calculator, watch, backpack, assignment
notebook (if your school doesn’t provide planners), folders, notebooks, and
a USB flash drive (for storing and transporting computer files).
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Make sure your child has a quiet, well-lit, and comfortable place to study
at home. This area should have a surface for writing and be equipped with
paper, pencils, eraser, calculator, ruler, and dictionary.

Help your child set academic goals
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At the beginning of each grading period, help your child determine what
grade he/she should realistically be able to earn in each course. You might
also set some goals relating to study habits (e.g., have all homework done
by 8:00 each night). Setting goals will help your child understand what
your expectations are. Goals will also give your child something specific
to work toward.

Require daily attendance

At tendance is th
e
number one scho
ol
success fac tor!

When students miss school, they miss lectures, notes,
class discussions, assignments, quizzes, and tests. It doesn’t matter how
conscientious students are about making up their work; they can never
make up all of what they miss, even if they’re absent for only a day or two.
Parents who allow their children to miss school when they aren’t ill send
a message that school isn’t important. If your child doesn’t want to go to
school, or if you’re seeing a pattern of excuses to miss school, talk to your
child or to his/her counselor.
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Attend all parent programs
Most middle schools have an orientation or open
house early in the year. These programs give parents
the opportunity to meet their child’s teachers and
learn about their child’s courses.
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When you attend an orientation, open house, parent program, or parentteacher conference, you learn valuable information. You also show your
child that you consider education to be important, and that you’re interested in his/her academic progress.

See all midterm reports and report cards

In addition to report cards, many middle schools provide students with
progress reports, interim reports, or midterm grades. Expect to see a midterm report halfway through the term, and a report card 7-10 days after
the grading period ends.
If you don’t receive a midterm report or report card, call the school and ask
for a copy. Do not assume that someone will contact you if there’s a problem.
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Many schools post student grades online. This makes it easy to monitor
your child’s academic progress. If grades are available online, check them
regularly.

Use rewards and consequences
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Many students find rewards for specific achievements very motivating. Try
offering a reward to encourage a change in attendance, effort, or behavior.
Eventually, doing well will be its own reward.
As for consequences, students need to understand that in school, and in
life, there are consequences for poor performance and/or bad behavior.
Consequences are most effective when they are reasonable and logical.
For example, a reasonable and logical consequence for routinely being
late to school might be a revised nighttime schedule (e.g., no computer
or phone use after 9:00 pm).
For most students, a parent’s approval is very important. Make it a point to
recognize extra effort and to acknowledge each academic success, even
if it’s just a good grade on a homework assignment.
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Encourage a healthy lifestyle
With all of the physical changes middle school students
are going through, it’s important that they eat right,
exercise, and get enough sleep.
Have nutritious food and snacks at home, make sure your child engages
in daily physical activities, and insist on a reasonable bedtime.

Help improve organizational skills
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With more teachers, more classes, more homework, and more activities,
middle schoolers need to develop good organizational skills. When students are organized, they get better grades and have more time for family
and friends.
Middle school students often need help with organization. This is one area
in which parents can really make a difference! Use these tips and suggestions to help your child get organized.
Encourage your child to use a student planner, assignment notebook, or agenda to keep track of assignments. Check it periodically
to make sure your child is using it correctly.
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u

See that your child has a folder, binder, or notebook that’s clearly
labeled for each class. Create a file at home for the returned papers,
quizzes, and tests your child wants to keep.

u

Remind your child to put all papers, handouts, and assignments
in the appropriate folder or binder. Loose papers should never be
stuck inside books or stuffed into a backpack. Encourage your child
to clean out his/her locker and backpack each week.
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Help your child organize and prioritize homework.

u

Large assignments can seem overwhelming, and middle school
students often need help figuring out where to begin. Show your
child how to break large assignments and projects into smaller,
more manageable tasks.

u

Have your child get everything ready for the next day before going
to bed each night.
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Teach time management
To keep up with their schoolwork, after-school activities, and chores at
home, middle school students need to manage their time effectively.
Discuss the concept of time management with your child and help him/her
develop good time-management skills.
Most middle school students have a lot of homework. Some want to get
their homework done right after school; others prefer to take a break and
do their homework later. Help your child determine the best time to do
homework and encourage your child to stick to his/her plan.
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Remind your child to use any “free time” during the school day
to get started on homework. Students who use their class time
wisely have less to do at night.

Make homework your child’s responsibility
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Middle school students must be responsible for
keeping track of their assignments, completing
their assignments accurately, and turning them in
on time. Unfortunately, not all students take this
responsibility as seriously as they should.
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When students routinely fail to do their homework,
parents often become frustrated and upset. Of
course, students are likely to view any parental
concern or questioning as nagging. While parents dislike arguing about
homework, most aren’t willing to just stand by and do nothing. In these
situations, it’s possible for parents to unintentionally turn the completion
of homework into their problem – rather than their child’s.
If your son or daughter is not doing his/her homework, first make sure
the homework isn’t too difficult, or that there isn’t some problem with the
class. You then need to devise a plan in which the completion of homework
becomes your child’s responsibility—and if it’s not completed, it becomes
your child’s problem. Of course, this isn’t always easy to do.
The following page provides examples of how two parents made the
completion of homework their child’s responsibility.
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“When Alex got to middle school, he became
socially active and his grades began to slip.
I told Alex that if he wanted to see his friends
on the weekends, he’d have to first prove to me
that he was keeping up with his schoolwork.
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I created a form for the two classes I was most concerned about.
This form asked each teacher to verify that Alex had turned in
all his assignments, and had no grade below a C that week. (I
checked with these teachers first to make sure this was okay
with them.)
I told Alex that he needed to have his teachers sign this form each
Friday. If I didn’t see a form signed by each teacher, he couldn’t
see his friends that weekend.” Mr. J. Lopez
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“At our house, it’s simple. My daughter knows what kind of grades
we expect to see on her report card. I show a lot of interest in
her schoolwork, but I don’t nag about homework. Laura knows
what’s expected, and knows that if her grades drop, she’ll lose
privileges.” Alison Hamilton

In these scenarios, the responsibility for doing homework has been turned
over to the student, where it belongs. Of course, for these approaches to
work, the parents must follow through, and if necessary, impose consequences.
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Students and situations vary, so parents must find their own way
to deal with the issue of homework. Parents, however, must make
homework their child’s responsibility.

Encourage involvement in school activities

Studies show that students who are involved in extracurricular activities
enjoy school more and do better academically. When students participate
in school activities, they make new friends, develop new skills, and have
fun. Encourage your child to get involved in one or more school-related
activities. Also, encourage your child to be a part of the school community
by attending school sponsored activities such as games and dances.
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Encourage independent problem solving
Parents need to monitor their child’s academic progress and be aware of
what’s going on at school. It’s important, however, for students to learn
how to solve their own problems and take care of their own affairs.
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Being able to get their questions answered and their problems resolved
helps students gain confidence and become more independent. It also
gives them a sense of empowerment. In middle school, most problems can
be resolved and most questions answered just by going to the right office
or by talking to the right person. If your son or daughter has a question or
problem, help your child figure out how to take care of it on his/her own.
You want to help your child become more independent and selfsufficient; however, it’s important for your child to know that you
are always available if he/she needs your help.

Provide academic support
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All students need encouragement, support, and
a little extra help from time to time.

Be available to help if your child is stuck or needs
someone to look over an essay, listen to a speech,
or help review for a test. However, don’t provide
more help than is wanted, and don’t do the work yourself. If something
doesn’t get done, don’t automatically come to the rescue. If you do, your
child won’t feel the need to be responsible in the future.
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It’s very important for middle school students to be successful in their
classes, and for them to feel competent and capable. If you see your child
struggling in a class, contact the teacher and ask what you can do to help
your child succeed.

Eat dinner together as often as possible
“Studies have shown that when families eat dinner together, children
do better in school and they’re less likely to get into trouble. Silence
all phones, turn the TV off, and talk about your day. It’s a great time
for families to reconnect.” Bob Arnette, Counselor
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Help Your Child Succeed
Provide school supplies and a quiet place
to study

u

Help set academic goals

u

Insist on daily attendance

u

Attend all parent programs

u

See all midterm reports and report cards

u

Use rewards and consequences

u

Encourage a healthy lifestyle

u

Help improve organizational skills

u

Teach time management

u

Make homework your child’s responsibility

u

Encourage involvement in school activities
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u

Encourage independent
problem solving

u

Provide academic support

“There are two great things that you can give your children:
one is roots, the other is wings.” Hodding Carter, Journalist
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Work with
Your School
Work with and support the teachers, counselors, and administrators
at your child’s school. Like you, they want your child to have a great
middle school experience.
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Show support and interest

Children’s attitudes about school are, to a large extent, determined by
what their parents say and do. Your child needs to know that you support
the teachers and administrators at your school, and that you consider
education to be a top priority.
You can best convey your interest in education and your support of your
child’s school by doing the following:
u

Insist that your child be in school every day.

u

Show an interest in what your child is studying.

Expect your child to work up to his/her potential.

u

Discuss the importance of getting a good education.

u

Expect your child to follow the school rules.

u

Attend all parent programs and parent-teacher conferences.

u

Encourage your child to think about continuing his/her
education after high school.
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Show consistent interest in your child’s academic progress.

Communicate with your school
School websites and email make it easy for parents
to stay informed and communicate with school
personnel.
Never hesitate to ask for information or help. If there is ever a situation
(e.g., health problem, divorce, death in the family) that might be adversely
affecting your child’s attitude or school performance, contact your child’s
counselor or principal and explain the situation.
13

Work with the school to resolve problems
If your child complains about a class or teacher, listen carefully and try to
determine what’s going on. While doing so, remember that part of your
child’s education is to learn how to succeed in subjects that he/she may
not particularly enjoy—and to learn how to adapt to different teachers,
expectations, and teaching styles.
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If there’s a problem with a class, teacher, or another student, first try to
help your child figure out how to deal with the situation on his/her own. If
you think the problem is serious or feel that you need to intervene, contact
the teacher, counselor, or principal to share your concerns.

Make the most of parent-teacher conferences
Conferences provide an excellent opportunity
for parents to both give and receive information.
Teachers provide information on how students
are performing in class, and parents can share
information that help teachers better understand
their children.
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In some middle schools, parents meet with one
teacher who represents a team of teachers. Some
parent-teacher conferences include the student, and some are student
led. Regardless of the format, conferences are very important and parents
need to attend.
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Before you go to a parent-teacher conference, make a list of the information
you want to share, along with any questions or concerns you may have.
Also, ask your child if there’s anything you should discuss with the teacher.
Sometimes it’s helpful to take your child with you to the conference and
meet with the teacher together. This gives your child an opportunity to
be a part of the discussion.

On the following page are 10 parent-teacher discussion topics,
along with questions to ask. Focusing on these topics and questions will help ensure that your parent-teacher conferences are
meaningful and productive.
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Parent – Teacher Conference
Discussion Topics and Questions
Attendance and Punctuality – Is my child in class
every day? Does he/she come to class on time?

u

Class Participation – Does my child ask questions,
volunteer answers, and participate in discussions?

u

Organization – Does my child seem organized?
Does he/she come to class prepared?

u

Homework – Is my child’s homework completed
thoroughly, accurately, and on time?

u

Classroom Time Management – Does my child
use class time wisely?

ev
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u

Focus – Does my child pay attention in class?

u

Academic Success – Overall, how is my child doing
in this class? Is he/she working up to his/her potential?

u

Social Adjustment – Is my child
respectful and courteous to teachers
and classmates? Does he/she get along
with the other students?
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u

Strengths and Weaknesses – What are my child’s
strengths? What does he/she need to work on?

u

Additional Comments – Do you have any advice or
suggestions for me or my child? What is the best way for
me to contact you if I have a question or concern?
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Provide Support
and Guidance
The following tips and information will help you guide and support
your child through the middle school years.

Understand the many types of changes

Physical
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Middle schoolers can challenge and frustrate even the most patient and
caring parents. But when parents take a look at all the changes middle
schoolers are going through, it’s much easier to understand why they act
the way they do.

Students change a great deal physically during middle school. Because
students mature at such different rates, middle school students come in
a wide variety of shapes and sizes.
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The onset of puberty can sometimes make students feel self-conscious or
embarrassed about how they look. Different parts of their bodies often
grow and change at different times and at different rates. A young person’s
arms, legs, or nose, for example, may suddenly seem out of proportion.
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Of course, these changes all happen at a time when students are very
concerned about their appearance. With their growing bodies and emerging hormones, middle schoolers sometimes feel tired, achy, and just plain
cranky.
Parents can help their children develop a positive self-image by:
u

reassuring them that the changes
they’re experiencing are normal

u

teaching them about personal hygiene

u

helping them choose clothes that are
flattering and in style

Most importantly, parents should keep
reassuring their children that they look great!
16

Emotional
Middle school students are often moody. From hour to hour, they’re up,
down, happy, sad, confused. These shifts in mood are the normal result
of the changes in their bodies, and of their need to figure out who they
are—and how they fit into this new and complicated middle school world.
Parents can best help their children by providing encouragement, support,
love, and a stable home environment.

Intellectual
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Middle schoolers are ready to explore and learn about life. They have a
strong sense of what’s fair, and they like to think they can make a difference.
Middle schoolers are able to think more abstractly, and they can handle
more complex intellectual tasks.
Parents can help their children develop intellectually by discussing serious
topics with them, by giving them opportunities to express their opinions,
and by showing respect for their ideas.

Social
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Friends are very important to middle schoolers
and they often spend a great deal of time communicating via social media and cell phones.
They are also beginning to come to terms with
their own sexuality, and some may begin to
express an interest in dating.
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Middle school students are trying to find their own identity, yet they don’t
want to be different. They want to be part of the group, and they often
worry about what other people think of them. Because “fitting in” is so
important, they are often susceptible to peer pressure and to the images
and messages they get from the media (e.g., “girls should be thin,” “boys
should be tough”).
Students with a positive self-image are less influenced by peer pressure
and media messages. It is, therefore, important for parents to help their
children build their self-esteem and develop a strong sense of who they are.
While being with friends is very important to middle schoolers,
doing things with their parents and families provides them with
a much needed sense of security.
17

Be aware and be informed
Middle school is arguably the time when parents
need to be the most involved and the most vigilant.
A whole new world has opened up to middle school
students and this is often the time when they may
be tempted to “try new things.”
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These tips will help ensure that your child stays
on the right track.
When your child leaves the house, know who he/she is going to be
with, where they are going, and what they’ll be doing. When children
know their parents are keeping an eye on them, they’re less tempted
to do things they shouldn’t.

u

Talk to the parents of your child’s friends. Discuss curfews, sleepovers,
and upcoming social events. Children are less likely to complain that
“Everyone else is allowed to...” if they know their parents are talking
to each other.
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u

Know what’s going on at the mall, park, and other gathering places.

u

Invite your child’s friends over and get to know them. Be available to
drive them to practices, activities, and social events—you’ll learn a
great deal just by listening to them in the car.

u

Know what kinds of music, videos, and TV your child is listening to and
watching. Also, know what your child is viewing online. Middle school
students want and need a certain amount of freedom, but they still
need their parents to provide guidelines and set limits.

u

Alcohol, drugs, and smoking are issues every parent must deal with in
some way. Be informed about what’s happening in your school and
community. Talk to your child about the dangers of alcohol, drugs, and
smoking, and make sure your child knows where you stand on these
issues.

u

If you think your child might be involved in an activity that’s wrong
or harmful, listen to your instincts and take appropriate action.
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Communicate with your child
Communicating with middle school students can be a real challenge.
When parents ask “How was school today?” they often hear “fine” “boring”
or “okay.” If parents ask any more questions, middle schoolers may feel
like they’re being interrogated.
Communicating with middle school students can be difficult, but because
it’s so important, parents need to make the extra effort.
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These tips will help you communicate and connect with your middle school child.
Timing is important. Be available to listen when your child wants
to talk. Also look for times when your child is most likely to be open to
conversation (after getting home from school, before going to bed).
A particularly good time to talk is when you’re driving in the car. It’s
quiet, no one can leave, you don’t need to make eye contact, and
you’re spending the time together anyway.

u

Tell your child what you want done (instead of what
you don’t want done). For example, instead of saying, “Don’t
leave your backpack on the floor” say “Please put your backpack in your
room.”

u

Ask open-ended questions that require more than one
word answers. Instead of asking “How was school?” say “Tell me
about your day,” or ask “What’s that book about?”
Make time for one-on-one activities.
It’s often easier to talk to your child while
you’re doing something you both enjoy, such
as cooking, shopping, taking a walk, working
on a car, watching a game, or going out for ice
cream. These are great ways to spend quality time with your child, and
they provide excellent opportunities for conversation. Children may
not always seem thrilled to hang out with their parents, but whether
they admit it or not, they need and want to spend time with you.
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u

Be specific in your communications. Instead of saying “Be
home early” say “Be home by 8:00.” Don’t leave instructions open to interpretation.
19

Don’t overreact. Middle schoolers often say things for shock value or
to “test the waters.” In these situations, it’s best to just listen, stay calm,
and not overreact. “So, tell me why you want to dye your hair green.”

u

Have realistic expectations. Children sometimes respond to commands or requests in an unpleasant or sarcastic tone of voice. Chalk this
up to normal moodiness or rebellion. The important thing is that your
child does what you say. Expecting appropriate behavior is reasonable;
expecting a 100% positive attitude may be too much to ask.

u

Know that your child hears you. Middle schoolers may act like
they don’t hear what their parents say, but they do listen.

u

Recognize the importance of nonverbal communication.
Children can’t always articulate what they need you to know. It is,
therefore, important to pay attention to body language, moods,
eating and sleeping patterns, physical appearance, and school performance. These can be good indicators of how things are going at
school and with friends.
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u

Do not embarrass your child. There
are certain “unwritten rules” you need to be
aware of. Don’t show affection or correct
your child in front of his/her friends, and
when driving a group of kids, speak as little
as possible. It all boils down to this—don’t
say or do anything that will embarrass your child.
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Offer support. When feeling down or upset, a hug or a few words of
encouragement may be all your son or daughter needs. However, if you
sense there are serious issues that need to be addressed, express your
concern. If you need help, talk to your child’s counselor or physician.

u

Don’t feel that you need to fix every problem. Young people
often just want someone to listen – not solve their problems for them.
Remember, this is a time when students need to develop their problem
solving skills.
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Teach responsibility
Middle schoolers need to understand that with increased independence
comes increased responsibility. These nine tips will help you teach your child
how to act responsibly.
1. Base the amount of freedom your child is given
on how responsibly he/she acts. Smart parents
give their children a little more freedom each
year.

ie
w

2. Talk to your child about the importance of making good choices and
decisions. Also, help him/her figure out what to do in specific situations.
For example, students should know what they’re going to say and do
before they’re offered a cigarette or beer.
3. Tell your child that he/she can always use you as an excuse, or as a way
to get out of a difficult situation. For example, “I just got a text from my
mom and I have to get home” or “My parents always find out when I do
something wrong, and they’d lock me away forever if...”

ev

4. Teach your child basic social behaviors (e.g., have a firm handshake,
make eye contact, address adults as Mr. or Ms.).
5. Teach financial responsibility by giving your child an allowance and
opening a savings account.

Pr

6. Teach your child to problem solve. Here’s an example:
Tara’s parents were reluctant to let her go to a friend’s party.
Their response to her request was, “Tara, we don’t know who
will be there or what kind of supervision there will be. With
what we know, we just don’t feel that letting you go would
be the right decision.”
Tara called her friend’s parents and asked them to tell her
mother and father that the party would be supervised. Tara’s
parents were reassured, Tara felt good about being a part of
the decision-making process, and she got to go to the party.
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7. Middle school is a time when children are developing unique identities
separate from their parents’, so it’s not unusual for them to exhibit signs
of rebellion. As a parent, you need to pick your battles. If you see your
child needing to rebel, you may want to allow a little “safe rebellion.”

ie
w

“Even though I prefer a clean bedroom and a son with short hair,
I decided early on that I wasn’t going to make an issue over John’s
room or his hair. He knows I’m not happy about either, but he also
knows these are areas in which he can pretty much do what he
wants. But grades, alcohol, drugs, and smoking are non-negotiable issues.” Marianne Hayes, Parent
8. Be a good role model. Children learn their behaviors and attitudes from
their parents more than from anyone else.

9. Last, but certainly not least, maintain your sense of humor.

ev

Provide appropriate consequences
Children make mistakes, and sometimes they
make bad choices. Understanding that there
are consequences for bad choices and decisions
is part of growing up. To help ensure that the
consequences you impose are appropriate and
effective, consider these guidelines.

Use logical consequences whenever possible. For example, “You
know you’re not allowed to play video games after 9:00. Tomorrow
you can’t play any video games at all.”

u

Don’t take away a positive activity (e.g., school activities, music
lessons, sports) as a consequence.

u

Never use physical punishment as a consequence.

u

Consequences should be specific and for a definite period of time
(e.g., no phone for three days).

u

Don’t feel that you must provide immediate consequences.
Take time, if necessary, to think things over.

Pr
u
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Provide Technology
Guidelines and Limits

What you can do

ie
w

Today’s youth are often more tech-savvy than their parents; however,
they still need their parents to provide guidelines and set limits. Help
your child enjoy the benefits of technology, while minimizing the risks.

Tap into your child’s interests and expertise. Ask your child to show you
some websites that are popular, and to share some of his/her favorite sites.

u

Discuss what information is appropriate for social networking sites, and
what information is appropriate (and inappropriate) to share online.

u

Find websites that support your child’s interests and passions, and that
help your middle schooler prepare for a career and/or college.

u

Discuss the importance of being respectful and kind to others online. Also
remind your child to never post anything online that he/she would not
want a parent, teacher, or college admissions officer to see.

u

Remind your child that people online may not be who they say they are,
and to never post personal information online (i.e., phone number).

u

Make sure your child understands that when you send or post something,
it becomes permanent. Remind your middle schooler to never post or
send anything he/she doesn’t want to be seen forever.

Pr
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u

u

There is so much online that is inappropriate (violent videos, pornography, etc.). If you don’t entirely trust your child to be transparent with you,
there are ways to monitor and limit your child’s cell phone/online activities. If you need assistance with parental controls, contact your phone
and/or internet provider, or search online for “parental controls.”

u

If your child plays video games, sites such as ESRB.org and CommonSenseMedia.org can help you determine if a game is appropriate.

u

Consider creating a Technology/Internet Contract that spells out how you
expect your middle schooler to use the internet, his/her cell phone, etc.
You can find sample contracts online, or you can create your own.
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Unplug
Insist that all communication devices be turned off and put in a basket during dinner and other family times. And to ensure that your middle schooler
gets a good night’s sleep and isn’t on his/her phone late at night, require
that all phones be plugged in for recharging in a central location (e.g., your
bedroom) an hour before bedtime each night.

A word about apps

ie
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Apps (programs written for mobile devices and phones) come and go quickly, and unfortunately some lead to poor choices. Many apps look harmless,
but are actually used to hide photos, messages, and even other apps. Find
out what apps your child is using, check them out online, and ask your child
to show you how they’re being used.

Be a good role model

ev

We adults forfeit the right to preach and lecture if we don’t exhibit the selfcontrol and self-discipline we’re expecting of our children. If our faces are
buried in our devices, rather than interacting with our children, friends, and
family, then we have no credibility.
Reserve your online use to specific times, and as much as possible, only use
your devices when you’re not in the company of your children.

Be realistic

Pr

As much as parents may want to monitor or control their child’s online behavior, this is very difficult, if not impossible to do. The most important thing
you can do is to pay attention to your child’s technology use and have ongoing conversations about what is appropriate to share, what content is
appropriate to view, and the importance of treating others respectfully
online.

		
		
		

For more information on internet safety, visit
u commonsensemedia.org
u netsmartz.org			
u onguardonline.gov
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Information for
Parents of Athletes
Playing a sport in middle school is an excellent way for students to
stay active and make friends. The following tips will help ensure that
your middle school athlete has a great experience.

Be involved

ie
w

Through athletics, students strengthen their bodies and develop new skills.
They learn teamwork, discipline, time management, and the lessons of
winning and losing. They develop new and lasting friendships, and they
also have a lot of fun.

Many coaches have preseason meetings that give parents an opportunity
to meet the coaching staff, the other parents, and learn the team rules
and schedule.

ev

Demonstrate good sportsmanship

Pr

School sporting events can be very exciting, and it’s easy to get caught
up in the action. Regardless of how a game, match, or race is going, stay
positive. Criticizing the officials, opposing coaches, or players ruins the
enjoyment of the game and embarrasses your child. Set a good example
by supporting the coaches and cheering for the players.

Support your athlete

The best way to help your athlete is to stay positive and provide encouragement, both at home and in the stands. If your child has a problem at any
time during the season, encourage him/her to speak with the coach. If the
problem is not resolved or is of a serious nature, talk to the coach yourself.

You are the most important people in your children’s
lives, and they want you to be proud of them.
Support your child, the coach, and the team!
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Career and
Education Options
Middle school is not too early for students to begin exploring their
career and educational options.

Identify abilities and interests

ie
w

As a parent, you know your child better than anyone. You can, therefore,
be an invaluable resource in helping your child identify his/her interests,
talents, strengths, and values.
Try to help your child see how his/her personality traits and abilities can be
valuable assets in the right career. Remember, there are many talents that
aren’t measured in school (e.g., the ability to work with people, leadership,
creativity, mechanical aptitude).

ev

Explore career options

Take some time to help your child explore his/her
career options, and encourage your child to do
the following.
Read and do research
To help your child learn about specific careers, visit www.bls.gov/ooh.
This government website provides accurate, up-to-date information
on hundreds of careers.

Pr

u

u

u

Talk to people / Job shadow
Encourage your child to ask the adults he/she knows about their job. If
possible, arrange for your child to job shadow someone for a few hours.
Get some f irsthand experience
The best way for students to learn about a career is to get some related
experience. Try to find after-school activities to support and expand
your child’s interests.

For information on how to help your child plan and prepare for a career,
visit careeronestop.org.
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Discuss education options
Most careers require education and/or training beyond high school. Some
careers require a four-year college degree; others require just one or two years
of additional education. A student’s career choice will often determine which
education option is most appropriate.

ie
w

While there are many factors that determine the kinds of opportunities a
student will have in life, the most significant determining factor is education.
Encourage your child to continue his/her education after high school.

Education Options
Help your child plan and prepare for
the future by exploring the following
education options:

High School Career and Technology Program

u

Four-Year College

ev

u

Two-Year College

u

Career or Trade School

u

Military

u

Apprenticeship

Pr

u

High school career and technology program
Most high schools offer career and technology programs in a variety of
career fields (e.g., medical, computer technology, skilled trades, business).
These programs are particularly appropriate for students who prefer a
more practical, “hands-on” approach to learning. While students in these
programs generally have the skills they need to get a job as soon as they
graduate, almost two-thirds continue their education beyond high school.
If you think your child might do better in an educational program that
focuses on “learning by doing,” ask your child’s counselor for information
on the career and technology programs available at your high school.
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Four-year college
A four-year college education, or bachelor’s degree, can open doors and
provide a wide range of career options and opportunities. While four-year
colleges vary greatly in size, costs, admission policies, and in the majors they
offer, all colleges want students who are prepared for college-level work.

Two-year college

ie
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Most two-year colleges are community colleges.
Community colleges provide affordable, careeroriented programs that enable students to begin
their career after two years or less of college.
Students can also attend a community college for a year or two, and then
transfer to a four-year college to earn a bachelor’s degree.
Many states have state-supported technical colleges. Like community colleges, they offer affordable, career-oriented programs, and their credits
may transfer to a four-year college.

Career / Trade school

ev

Career and trade schools offer short-term training programs in a wide variety of career fields (e.g., cosmetology, electronics, welding). While some
programs last only a few weeks, others take up to two years to complete.
Career and trade schools can be expensive, and not all of them are reputable. It is, therefore, very important to check out the accreditation and
reputation of any school your child is considering.

Pr

Military

The military trains young men and women to serve and protect the interests
of our country. The military offers qualified individuals a salary and free
job training. The military also provides discipline and structure, as well as
opportunities for career advancement and travel.

Apprenticeship
Students who prefer a hands-on approach to learning
may want to consider applying for an apprenticeship
program. Apprentices learn a skilled trade through
a combination of classroom instruction and on-thejob training.
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College
Information
If you want your child to consider going to college after high school,
now is the time to start planning.

Preparing for college

ie
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Help your middle school student develop good study habits and encourage him/her to do as well as possible in school. To give your child an idea
of what college is like, take a walk on a college campus or go to a college
sporting event.
In high school, make sure your child takes the recommended college prep
courses, signs up for the required tests, and completes the necessary forms.

College recommended courses

ev

Four-year colleges generally recommend that students take the following
college preparatory courses in high school.
4 years of English

u

3 - 4 years of math (Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II)

u

3 years of science (with laboratory experience)

u

2 - 3 years of a single foreign language

u

3 years of social studies

Pr

u

u

1 year of fine or performing arts

Make certain your child begins high school taking courses that will put
him/her on the path to college. If you have any questions regarding the
courses your child should take, talk to your child’s counselor.

These websites provide excellent information on admissions
requirements, college tests, financial aid, and much more.
bigfuture.collegeboard.org		
educationplanner.org		
petersons.com			
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act.org
studentaid.ed.gov
finaid.org

Middle School
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